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Imitative Computer-Aided Musical
Orchestration with Biologically Inspired
Algorithms

Marcelo Caetano and Carmine E. Cella

1 Introduction

Musical orchestration is an empirical art form based on tradition and heritage
whose lack of formalism hinders the development of assistive computational tools.
Computer-aided musical orchestration (CAMO) systems aim to assist the composer
in several steps of the orchestration procedure. Particularly, imitative CAMO focuses
on instrumentation by aiding the composer in creating timbral mixtures as instru-
ment combinations. Imitative CAMO allows composers to specify a reference sound
and replicate it with a predetermined orchestra [51]. Therefore, the aim of imita-
tive CAMO is to find a combination of musical instrument sounds that perceptually
approximates a reference sound when played together. However, the complexity of
timbre perception and the combinatorial explosion of all possible musical instrument
sound combinations make imitative CAMO a very challenging problem.

This chapter covers the theoretical background, the basic concepts, and algorithms
involved in imitative CAMO. Specifically, this chapter describes the computational
formalization of imitative CAMO and the motivation to use algorithms inspired by
biological systems to tackle the complexity of timbral mixtures and the subjective
nature of music composition. First, we present a brief review of timbre perception to
motivate the use of the computer in musical orchestration. Then, we review several
approaches to CAMO found in the literature. Next, we review CAMO systems that
rely on the biologically inspired algorithms designated genetic algorithms (GA) and
artificial immune systems (AIS), which are used to search for orchestrations via
single-objective optimization (SOO) or multi-objective optimization (MOO). We
discuss several aspects related to the different biologically inspired algorithms and
optimization strategies focusing on the compositional perspective of orchestration.
Finally, we conclude with future perspectives of CAMO.
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1.1 Musical Orchestration

Traditionally, orchestration manuals regard musical orchestration as the process of
writing music for the orchestra [65]. Orchestration has always been one of the most
difficult disciplines to explain and convey [51]. The gap between the symbols in the
score and their acoustic realization involves many steps that are difficult to quantify
and some of these steps are oftentimes unpredictable. More than any other compo-
nent of music composition, orchestration is an empirical activity essentially based
on tradition and heritage. Even contemporary manuals of orchestration approach
orchestration as an art form rather than a systematic procedure that can be captured
by an algorithm. The lack of formalism in orchestration practice has been a major
hindrance to the development of assistive computational tools.

Broadly speaking, orchestration is understood as “the art of blending instru-
ment timbres together” [63]. Initially, orchestration was simply the assignment of
instruments to pre-composed parts of the score, which was dictated largely by the
availability of resources, such as what instruments and how many of each are avail-
able in the orchestra [47, 42]. Later on, composers started regarding orchestration as
an integral part of the compositional process whereby the musical ideas themselves
are expressed [47, 69]. Compositional experimentation in orchestration arises from
the increasing tendency to specify instrument combinations to achieve desired ef-
fects, resulting in the contemporary use of timbral mixtures [55, 69]. Orchestration
remains an empirical activity largely due to the difficulty to formalize the required
knowledge [47, 63, 51].

In the past twenty years or so, composers have felt the need for a more systematic
approach to orchestration to gain more control over timbral mixtures. Research in
music writing pushed composers very far in imagining possible timbres resulting
from extended instrumental techniques. Timbral mixtures have become more and
more complex and predicting their sound quality while writing the score requires a
great deal of experience and experimentation. In such a context, a tool to help simulate
the result of timbral mixtures became a necessity. While other parameters of musical
writing such as harmony and rhythm have been supported by computer-assisted
techniques since the beginning of computer music [8], only recently did orchestration
benefit from such tools because of its high complexity, requiring knowledge and
understanding of both mathematical formalization and musical writing.

The concept of timbre lies at the core of musical orchestration [65, 47, 63, 51, 6, 7]
because music and, consequently, musical instruments are strongly associated with
timbre [65, 53, 73]. Musical orchestration uses the principle of instrumental combi-
nations to obtain a desired effect. The orchestrator must have thorough knowledge
of the individual instruments allied with a mental conception of their timbres. Ad-
ditionally, the effects resulting from different instrumental combinations must be
learned, such as balance of tone, mixed tone colors, and clarity in texture [65]. In
this chapter, we will consider the specific example of imitative orchestration, where
the aim is to find a combination of musical instrument sounds that, when played
together, blends into a new timbre that perceptually approximates a given reference
timbre. Imitative orchestration requires a great deal of knowledge about timbre, from
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the timbre of isolated musical instruments to timbral mixtures. Unfortunately, timbre
is a complex perceptual phenomenon that is not well understood enough to this day.
In fact, nowadays timbre is considered the last frontier of auditory science [71].
Therefore, this chapter will provide a brief overview of timbre research to illustrate
the complexity of (imitative) musical orchestration.

1.2 Musical Timbre

Historically, timbre was viewed as the perceptual quality of sounds that allows lis-
teners to tell the difference between different musical instruments and ultimately
recognize the instrument (or, more generally, the sound source). However, the term
timbre can be misleading [55] because it has different meanings when it is used in
psycho-acoustics, in music, in audio processing, and in other disciplines. Sieden-
burg et al. [73] recently wrote that, “Roughly defined, timbre is thought of as any
property other than pitch, duration, and loudness that allows two sounds to be dis-
tinguished.” Indeed, the complexity that the term timbre encompasses is mainly
because [55] “[timbre] covers many parameters of perception that are not accounted
for by pitch, loudness, spatial position, duration, and various environmental char-
acteristics such as room reverberation.” Similarly to pitch and loudness, timbre is
a perceptual attribute [72], so timbre research commonly attempts to characterize
quantitatively the ways in which sounds are perceived to differ [55].

1.2.1 The Helmholtz Theory of Timbre

In the nineteenth century, Hermann von Helmholtz published his seminal work in
hearing science andmusical acoustics [43] in which he used Fourier analysis to study
musical instrument sounds. Helmholtz concluded that Fourier’s theorem closely de-
scribed both the acoustics of sound production and the physiological underpinnings
of sound perception [73]. Regarding timbre, Helmholtz stated that [43] “the quality
of the musical portion of a compound tone depends solely on the number and relative
strength of its partial simple tones, and in no respect on their difference of phase.”
Thus, Helmholtz posited that the spectral shape is the acoustic feature that captures
the timbre of the sound. However, his conclusions apply mainly to the steady state
portion of musical instrument sounds because he assumed that the “musical tones”
are completely stationary, neglecting the attack and decay portions of musical in-
strument sounds, as well as any temporal variations occurring during the course
of the sound such as those found in the glissando, sforzando, and vibrato playing
techniques. Later studies [67, 52] revealed the importance of temporal variations
such as the attack time and spectral fluctuations in the recognition of these musical
instruments. The sound quality captured by the spectral shape alone became known
as sound color [74].
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Fig. 1: Grey’s [40] MDS timbre space. Each point represents a musical instrument sound, such
that similar timbres are close together and dissimilar timbres are farther apart. Reprinted with
permission from [40]. Copyright 1977, Acoustic Society of America.

1.2.2 Timbre Spaces

Some of the most successful attempts to study timbre perception quantitatively have
resulted frommultidimensional scaling (MDS) of dissimilarity ratings between pairs
of musical instrument sounds [40, 56]. MDS generates a spatial configuration with
points representing the musical instruments where the distances between the points
reflect the dissimilarity ratings. This representation, called a timbre space (see Fig-
ure 1), places similar timbres closer together and dissimilar timbres farther apart.
Themusical instrument sounds used inMDS studies are equalized in pitch, loudness,
and duration to ensure that the listeners focus on differences due to other perceptual
attributes. Similarly, the sounds are presented over loudspeakers or headphones to
remove differences due to spatial position. MDS timbre spaces [40, 50, 56, 11, 55]
assume that the dimensions of timbre perception arising from the model are contin-
uous and common to all the sounds presented. Additionally, there is the underlying
assumption that all the listeners use the same perceptual dimensions to compare the
timbres [55].
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Fig. 2: Temporal variation of descriptors of timbre. The figure shows the temporal variation of the
spectral centroid and of the spectral spread on top of the waveform of a trumpet note from which
the descriptors were extracted.

1.2.3 Acoustic Correlates of Timbre Spaces

In MDS timbre studies, listeners typically use more than one dimension to rate the
dissimilarity between pairs of sounds. This means that the sounds cannot be arranged
along a single scale that reflects their pairwise dissimilarity (contrary to pitch, for
example, where the sounds can be ordered from low to high). The resulting MDS
timbre space commonly has two or three dimensions. Ultimately, the goal of MDS
timbre studies is to unveil the psychological dimensions of timbre perception and
associate them with the dimensions of the timbre space. Consequently, MDS timbre
studies usually propose explanations for the dimensions of the timbre space found.
Grey [40] qualitatively interpreted the three dimensions of his timbre space (see
Figure 1) as (I) the distribution of spectral energy, (II) attack synchronicity of the
partials, and (III) spectral balance during the attack. Later, researchers started to
calculate acoustic descriptors from the sounds used in the MDS study and corre-
late these with the dimensions of the timbre space found [41, 49, 56], giving rise
to acoustic correlates of timbre spaces [56, 55] also known as descriptors of tim-
bre [64, 14]. From the plethora of descriptors proposed [64], the most ubiquitous
correlates derived from musical instrument sounds include spectral centroid, the
logarithm of the attack time, spectral flux, and spectral irregularity [55]. Nowadays,
these descriptors of timbre are widely used in many computational tasks involving
timbre [14], notably CAMO. Figure 2 illustrates the temporal variation of two de-
scriptors of timbre for a relatively stable trumpet note. See [14] for details on the
extraction of descriptors of timbre from audio and [64] for details on audio content
descriptors in general. The role descriptors of timbre play in contemporary CAMO
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systems will be explored in more detail throughout this chapter. But first, Sec. 1.2.4
summarizes conceptually the contemporary view of timbre.

1.2.4 The Contemporary View of Timbre

Today, we understand timbre from two distinct viewpoints, namely a sensory quality
and a categorical contributor to sound source identification. Timbre as a multidi-
mensional sensory quality is associated with timbre spaces, illustrated in Figure 1,
whose dimensions can be either continuous (e.g., brightness) or categorical (e.g., the
pinched offset of the harpsichord). From this viewpoint, two sounds can be declared
qualitatively dissimilar independently from any association with their sources. In
turn, timbre is also the primary perceptual vehicle for the recognition and tracking
over time of the identity of a sound source, and thus involves the absolute categoriza-
tion of a sound (into musical instruments, for example). This viewpoint sees timbre
as a collection of auditory sensory descriptors that contributes to the inference of
sound sources and events [72]. Further adding to its complex nature, timbre func-
tions on different scales of detail [72] such that timbral differences do not always
correspond to differences in sound sources [9] and timbres from sound-producing
objects of the same type but different make may differ substantially enough to affect
quality judgments [70]. The complexity of timbre perception plays a major role in
the difficulty to formalize musical orchestration and also motivates the use of CAMO
systems.

1.3 Musical Orchestration with the Aid of the Computer

The development of computational tools that aid the composer in exploring the
virtually infinite possibilities resulting from the combinations of musical instruments
gave rise to CAMO [66, 44, 20, 21, 69, 18, 22]. Imitative CAMO tools typically
automate the search for instrument combinations that perceptually approximate a
reference timbre commonly represented by a reference sound [51]. The combinations
found can be subsequently included in the score and later played by orchestras in
live performances [63]. However, most CAMO tools allow the composer to preview
the result of the combinations found using musical instrument sounds from pre-
recorded databases, which has been deemed an appropriate rendition of the timbre
of the instrument combinations [48].

Descriptors of timbre play a key role in several steps of recent CAMO sys-
tems [15, 57, 27], namely timbre description of isolated sounds, timbre description
of combinations of musical instrument sounds, and timbre similarity between instru-
ment combinations and the reference sound. The timbre of both the reference sound
and of the isolated musical instrument sounds is represented with a descriptor vector
comprising a subset of the traditional descriptors of timbre [14]. Each instrument
combination corresponds to a vector of descriptors that captures the timbral result
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of playing the instruments together [47]. So, the descriptor vector of an instrument
combination is estimated from the descriptor vectors of the isolated sounds used in
the combination [22, 36]. Timbre similarity between the reference sound and the in-
strument combination can be estimated as distances in timbre spaces [55], which are
calculated as weighed distances between the corresponding descriptor vectors [18].
Smaller distances indicate a higher degree of timbral similarity [18] with the ref-
erence, so the instrument combinations with the smallest distances are returned as
proposed orchestrations for a given reference sound.

The resulting instrument combinations found to orchestrate a given reference
sound will depend on which descriptors are included in the descriptor vector. For ex-
ample, spectral shape descriptors focus on approximating the distribution of spectral
energy of the reference sound. However, early CAMO systems did not use descriptors
of timbre at all, commonly resorting to the use of spectral information. In Sec. 2, we
will delve deeper into the historical development of CAMO focusing mainly on the
conceptual approach adopted to solve the problem of musical orchestration.

2 State of the Art

This section presents the state of the art of CAMO grouped into “early approaches”,
“generative approaches”, and “machine learning”. Section 2.1 presents the first
CAMO systems proposed in the literature that commonly used subtractive spec-
tral matching to find orchestrations. Next, Sec. 2.2 focuses on CAMO systems that
search for orchestrations with the aid of biologically inspired algorithms. Finally,
Sec. 2.3 covers CAMO systems based on machine learning.

2.1 Early Approaches

Early CAMO systems adopted a top-down approach [66, 44, 69] that consists of
spectral analysis and subtractive spectral matching. These works commonly keep
a database of spectral peaks from musical instruments that will be used to match
the reference spectrum. The algorithm iteratively subtracts the spectral peaks of
the best match from the reference spectrum aiming to minimize the residual spectral
energy in the least squares sense. The iterative procedure requires little computational
power, but the greedy algorithm restricts the exploration of the solution space, often
resulting in suboptimal solutions because it only fits the best match per iteration [19].

Psenicka [66] describes SPORCH (SPectral ORCHestration) as “a program de-
signed to analyze a recorded sound and output a list of instruments, pitches, and
dynamic levels that, when played together, create a sonority whose timbre and qual-
ity approximate that of the analyzed sound.” SPORCH keeps a database of spectral
peaks of musical instrument sounds and uses subtractive spectral matching and least
squares to return one orchestration per run. Hummel [44] approximates the spectral
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envelope of phonemes as a combination of the spectral envelopes of musical instru-
ment sounds. The method also uses a greedy iterative spectral subtraction procedure.
The spectral peaks are not considered when computing the similarity between ref-
erence and candidate sounds, disregarding pitch among other perceptual qualities.
Rose and Hetrik [69] use singular value decomposition (SVD) to perform spectral
decomposition and spectral matching. SVD decomposes the reference spectrum as
a weighted sum of the instruments present in the database, where the weights re-
flect the match. Besides the drawbacks from the previous approaches, SVD can be
computationally intensive even for relatively small databases. Additionally, SVD
sometimes returns combinations that are unplayable such as multiple simultaneous
notes on the same violin, requiring an additional procedure to specify constraints on
the database that reflect the physical constraints of musical instruments and of the
orchestra.

2.2 Generative Approaches

The top-down approach neglects the exploration of timbral mixtures by relying on
spectral matching, which does not capture the multi-dimensional nature of timbre.
Carpentier et al. [20, 21, 76, 18, 22] adopted a bottom-up approach that relies on
timbre similarity and evolutionary computation to search for instrument combina-
tions that approximate the reference. The bottom-up approach represents a paradigm
shift toward generative CAMO [21, 18, 33, 1, 15], where the timbre of instrument
combinations is compared with the timbre of the reference sound via descriptors of
timbre. Currently, there are two generative CAMO frameworks, the Orch* family of
CAMO systems based on GA [18, 22, 33, 27], and CAMO-AIS [1, 15], which uses
an artificial immune system (AIS). Orch* comprises three CAMO systems, namely
Orchidée [20, 21, 76, 18, 22], Orchids [33, 32], and Orchidea [27]. Both Orch* and
CAMO-AIS rely on algorithms inspired by biological systems that use a popula-
tion of individuals to search for a solution in the vast pool of possible instrument
combinations followingOrchidée, the first generative CAMO system to be proposed.

2.2.1 Orch*

Orchidée searches for combinations of musical instrument sounds as a constrained
combinatorial optimization problem. Carpentier et al. [20, 21, 76, 18, 22] formulate
CAMO as a binary allocation knapsack problem where the aim is to find a combina-
tion of musical instruments that maximizes the timbral similarity with the reference
constrained by the capacity of the orchestra (i.e., the database). Orchidée explores
the vast space of possible instrument combinations with a GA that optimizes a fit-
ness function which encodes timbral similarity between the candidate instrument
combinations and the reference sound. Specifically, Orchidée uses the well-known
multi-objective genetic local search (MOGLS) optimization algorithm [45] to return
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multiple instrument combinations in parallel that are nearly Pareto optimal. Sec-
tion 4.2 explains multi-objective optimization (MOO) in more detail, whereas Sec. 4
explores the use of biologically inspired algorithms.

Orchids was born out of a compositional drawback of Orchidée, namely static
orchestrations. The problem is that static orchestrations do not take into account
temporal variations in the reference sound. Static orchestrations can be understood
with the aid of Figure 2, which shows the temporal variation of two descriptors of
timbre calculated at equal steps. Orchidée uses descriptor vectors with the average
value of the descriptors across time. A timbre-similarity measure based on temporal
averages is appropriate when orchestrating reference sounds that do not present
much temporal variation, such as stable musical notes sung or played on musical
instruments [18, 15]. However, reference sounds such as an elephant trumpeting
require taking the temporal variation of descriptors into consideration. Esling et
al. [33, 32] developed Orchids with the ability to perform dynamic orchestrations by
representing the temporal variation of descriptors of timbre. Orchids uses a multi-
objective time series matching algorithm [31] capable of coping with the temporal
and multidimensional nature of timbre. Orchids also uses MOO to return a set of
efficient solutions rather than a single best solution.

Orchidea [27], the third generation of the Orch* family, expands Orchidée and
Orchids toward macro-scale dynamic orchestration. Orchidea was conceived to be
a full-fledged framework that helps composers in all the steps of the compositional
process. Most of its design focuses on usability and on the integrability of the
proposed solutions into a compositional workflow. In particular, Orchidea handles
the temporal dimension of the reference sound differently from Orchids. While
Orchids focuses on themicro-temporal scale of low-level descriptors, Orchidea shifts
attention to the macro-scale of musical onsets, providing a more accessible approach
for the users. Section 5.4 provides further information about dynamic orchestrations
with Orchidea.

2.2.2 CAMO-AIS

CAMO-AIS addresses a different drawback of the Orch* family, namely diversity
of orchestrations. Diversity has been identified as an important property that can
provide the composer with multiple alternatives given the highly subjective nature
of musical orchestration combined with the complexity of timbre perception [19].
Theoretically, the use of MOO allows to find many orchestrations (see Sec. 4.2
for more details). However, in practice, the orchestrations returned by Orchidée,
for example, were all very similar to one another, commonly differing by only one
musical instrument sound [15]. Caetano et al. [1, 15] proposed to use an AIS called
opt-aiNet to search for combinations of musical instrument sounds that minimize
the distance to a reference sound encoded in a fitness function. CAMO-AIS relies on
single-objective optimization (SOO) and the multi-modal ability of opt-aiNet to find
multiple solutions in parallel. Opt-aiNet was developed to maximize diversity in the
solution set, which results in alternative orchestrations for the same reference sound
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that are different among themselves. The companion webpage for CAMO-AIS [12]
has several sound examples that compare orchestrations returned by Orchidée and
CAMO-AIS for their diversity and perceptual similarity with the reference.

2.3 Machine Learning

Recently, Antoine et al. [4, 6, 5, 57] proposed the interactive CAMO system i-Berlioz
to address what is considered to be a hindrance to the compositional workflow of
Orchidée and Orchids, namely the multiple orchestrations returned by these CAMO
systems [51]. They argue that the process of listening to multiple orchestrations to
select one can be tedious, ineffective, and time-consuming, especially when the user
has a particular sound quality in mind [57]. Instead, they propose to narrow down the
orchestrations returned by i-Berlioz with constraints, making i-Berlioz conceptually
opposed to the principle of maximum diversity in CAMO-AIS. i-Berlioz [57] sug-
gests combinations of musical instruments to produce timbres specified by the user
bymeans of verbal descriptors. Currently, five semantic descriptors of timbre are sup-
ported, namely “breathiness”, “brightness”, “dullness”, “roughness”, and “warmth”.
A support vector machine classifier is trained to match instrument combinations
to the semantic descriptions. Additionally, i-Berlioz is also capable of performing
dynamic orchestrations [57].

3 Imitative Computer-Aided Musical Orchestration

The purpose of this section is to lay the groundwork for a formalization of imitative
CAMO focusing on generative systems that use biologically inspired algorithms to
search for orchestrations. The end of this section points out the technical difficulties
involved in finding orchestrations that perceptually approximate a given reference
sound. Then, Sec. 4 presents the solutions adopted to circumvent the difficulties in
this formalization of imitative CAMO from a conceptual standpoint.

There are several bio-inspired generative CAMO algorithms (Orchidée, Orchids,
Orchidea, and CAMO-AIS), each of which frames CAMO differently. Therefore,
it would be impractical and rather confusing to try to exhaustively describe all of
them. Instead, this section will focus on CAMO-AIS [1, 15], which closely follows
the framework proposed by Carpentier et al. [20, 21, 17, 18, 22, 19]. Section 4
will explore the main differences between CAMO-AIS and Orchidée, especially the
differences between the optimization method adopted by each and the consequence
in terms of diversity of orchestrations. It is out of the scope of this chapter to
provide a detailed explanation of either the bio-inspired algorithms (GA and AIS)
or the optimization methods (SOO and MOO). See the references in the respective
sections for further details.
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Fig. 3: Overview of CAMO-AIS. The figure illustrates the different components of the framework.
Reprinted from [15] with permission from Elsevier.

3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows an overview of CAMO-AIS. The sound database is used to build
a feature database, which consists of descriptors of pitch, loudness, and timbre
calculated for all sounds prior to the search for orchestrations. The same descriptors
are calculated for the reference sound being orchestrated. The combination functions
estimate the descriptors of a sound combination from the descriptors of the individual
sounds. The evaluation function uses these descriptors to estimate the similarity
between combinations of descriptors from sounds in the database and those of the
reference sound. The search algorithm opt-aiNet is used to search for combinations
that approximate the reference sound, called orchestrations.

3.2 Representation

Figure 4a illustrates an orchestration as a combination of sounds from the sound
database that approximates the reference sound when played together. Figure 4b
shows the representation used by CAMO-AIS, in which an orchestration has M
players p (m), and each player is allocated a sound s (n) ∈ S, where n = [1, . . . , N]
is the index in the database S, which has N sounds in total. Thus an orchestration
is a combination of sounds c (m, n) = {s1 (n) , . . . , sM (n)}, ∀ sm (n) ∈ S. Figure 4b
shows c (m, n) represented as a list, but the order of players p (m) does not matter
for the orchestration. Each sound sm (n) corresponds to a specific note of a given
instrument played with a dynamic level, and sm (n) = 0 indicates that player p (m)
was allocated no instrument.
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(b) Representation.

Fig. 4: Representation of orchestrations. Part (a) illustrates the orchestration as a combination
of sounds that approximates the reference. Part (b) shows the internal representation of each
orchestration in CAMO-AIS. Reprinted from [15] with permission from Elsevier.

3.3 Audio Descriptor Extraction

Timbre perception excludes pitch, loudness, and duration (see Sec. 1.2). Therefore,
we consider pitch, loudness, and duration separately from timbre dimensions. The
descriptors used are fundamental frequency f0 (pitch), frequency f and amplitude
a of the contribution spectral peaks A, loudness λ, spectral centroid µ, and spectral
spread σ. The fundamental frequency f0 of all sounds s (n) in the database is
estimated with Swipe [16]. The spectral centroid µ captures brightness while the
spectral spread σ correlates with the third dimension of MDS timbre spaces [40,
50, 56, 11]. All the descriptors are calculated over short-term frames and averaged
across all frames.

3.3.1 Contribution Spectral Peaks

The spectral energy that sound s (m) contributes to an orchestration is determined
by the contribution-spectral-peak vector Am (k). In what follows, only peaks whose
spectral energy (amplitude squared) is at most 35 dB below the maximum level (i.e.,
0 dB) are used and all other peaks are discarded. These peaks are stored as a vector
with the pairs {a (k) , f (k)} for each sound s (m), where k is the index of the peak.
The contribution spectral peaks Am (k) are the spectral peaks from the candidate
sound s (m) that are common to the spectral peaks of the reference sound r . Eq. (1)
shows the calculation of Am (k) as
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Am (k) =

{
as (k) if (1 + δ)−1 ≤ fs (k) / fr (k) ≤ 1 + δ

0 otherwise
(1)

where as (k) is the amplitude and fs (k) is the frequency of the spectral peak of the
candidate sound, and fr (k) is the frequency of the reference sound.

Figure 5 illustrates the computation of spectral peak similarity between the ref-
erence sound and a candidate sound. Spectral peaks are represented as spikes with
amplitude a (k) at frequency f (k). The frequencies fr (k) of the peaks of the ref-
erence sound are used as reference. Whenever the candidate sound contains a peak
in a region δ around fr (k), the amplitude a (k) of the peak at frequency fs (k) of
the candidate sound is kept at position k of the contribution spectral peaks vector
Am (k).

3.3.2 Loudness

Loudness λ is calculated as

λ = 20 log10

(∑
k

a (k)

)
, (2)

where a (k) are the amplitudes at frequencies f (k).
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3.3.3 Spectral Centroid

The spectral centroid µ is calculated as

µ =
∑
k

f (k)
|a (k) |2∑
k |a (k) |2

. (3)

3.3.4 Spectral Spread

The spectral spread σ is calculated as

σ =
∑
k

( f (k) − µ)2
|a (k) |2∑
k |a (k) |2

. (4)

3.4 Pre-Processing

Prior to the search for orchestrations of a given reference sound r , the entire sound
database S is reduced to a subset Sr of sounds that will be effectively used to
orchestrate r . All the sounds whose contribution spectral peaks vector Am (k) is
all zeros are eliminated because these do not contribute spectral energy to the
orchestration. Similarly, all the sounds whose f0 is lower than f r0 are eliminated
because these add spectral energy outside of the region of interest and have a negative
impact on the final result. Partials with frequencies higher than all frequencies in r
are not considered because these are in the high-frequency range and typically have
negligible spectral energy.

3.5 Combination Functions

The sounds s (n) in an orchestration c (m, n) should approximate the reference r
when played together. Therefore, the combination functions estimate the values of
the spectral descriptors of c (m, n) from the descriptors of the isolated sounds s (n)
normalized by the RMS energy e (m) [22]. The combination functions for the spectral
centroid µ, spectral spread σ, and loudness λ are given respectively by

µc =

M∑
m

e (m) µ (m)

M∑
m

e (m)
, (5)
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σc =

√√√√√√√√√√M∑
m

e (m)
(
σ2 (m) + µ2 (m)

)
M∑
m

e (m)
− µ2

c, (6)

λc = 20 log10

(
M∑
m

1
K

K∑
k

a (m, k)

)
. (7)

The estimation of the contribution spectral peaks of the combination Ac uses the
contribution vectors As of the sounds s (n) in c (m, n) as

Ar =

{
max
k∈K
[A (m, 1)] ,max

k∈K
[A (m, 2)] , · · · ,max

k∈K
[A (m, N)]

}
. (8)

3.6 Distance Functions

Equation (13) shows the calculation of the fitness value F of an orchestration as the
weighed sum of distances Dj . Each distance Dj in eq. (13) measures the difference
between the descriptors from the reference sound r and the candidate orchestration
cq (m, n), where q is the index of the orchestration among all the candidates for r , as
follows

Dµ =
|µ

(
cq

)
− µ (r) |

µ (r)
, (9)

Dσ =
|σ

(
cq

)
− σ (r) |

σ (r)
, (10)

Dλ =
|λ

(
cq

)
− λ (r) |

λ (r)
. (11)

The distance between the contribution vector of the reference sound Ar and the
contribution vector of the orchestration Ac is calculated as

DA = 1 − cos (Ar,Ac) . (12)

3.7 Calculating the Fitness of Orchestrations

The fitness of an orchestration is an objectivemeasure of the timbral distance between
the orchestration and the reference. Since each descriptor used has an independent
distance function Dj associated, the total fitness F is defined as the weighed combi-
nation of Dj expressed as
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F
(
αj

)
=

∑
j

αjDj with
∑
j

αj = 1 and 0 ≤ αj ≤ 1. (13)

where j is the index of each feature, αj are the weights, and Dj are the distance
functions. The fitness value F

(
αj

)
of a candidate orchestration calculated with

eq. (13) depends on the values of the weights αj . Choosing numerical values for αj

subject to
∑

j αj = 1, 0 ≤ αj ≤ 1 allows to compare numerically the fitness F of
different orchestrations. Optimization of F following the numerical choice of αj is
known as SOO, which constrains the solutions found to that particular combination
of weights. CAMO-AIS [1, 15] uses SOO to minimize F, whereas Orchidée [22]
uses MOO. Sec. 4 will discuss the difference between SOO and MOO from the
perspetive of CAMO.

4 Computer-Aided Musical Orchestration with Bio-Inspired
Algorithms

The goal of imitative CAMO is to find a combination c of M musical instrument
sounds s from a database S that perceptually approximates a given reference sound r .
Section 3 formalized imitative CAMO as a function optimization problem, where the
goal is tominimize the fitness F in eq.(13). However,minimization of F is not a trivial
task because it is an inverse problem and because F is a combination of multiple
objectives. The formulation of CAMO as an inverse problem requires searching for
orchestrations, so Sec. 4.1 discusses the need for bio-inspired algorithms to perform
the search. Finding an orchestration requires minimizing the multiple distances
encoded in the fitness function, and Sec. 4.2 discusses the use of SOO and MOO to
do it.

4.1 Searching for Orchestrations for a Reference Sound

Calculating the fitness F of an orchestration with eq. (13) requires multiple steps
shown in Figure 3. Mathematically, the fitness function F measures the distance
between a reference sound r and a combination c (m, n) of M sounds from the
database S as F = F (c, r). Thus, minimizing F can be expressed as

min
c(m,n)

F (c, r), c (m, n) = {s1 (n) , . . . , sM (n)} ∈ Sr ⊆ NM, (14)

which is read as “find the combination c (m, n) of M sounds s (n) from the database
Sr that minimizes the distance F to r”. This mathematical formulation of CAMO is
known as an inverse problem in the optimization literature because F only allows
to calculate the distance F given the combination c and the reference r . There is no
inverse F −1 to retrieve which c corresponds to a specific F. So we cannot simply
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set a desired value for F and retrieve the orchestration(s) that correspond to it. In
practice, we must search for the combination c that results in the minimum distance
F.

At first, it might seem trivial to search for the orchestration that minimizes F . For
example, exhaustive search will simply try all possible combinations and return the
one with minimum distance F. However, the combinatorial nature of CAMO means
that this brute-force approach will suffer from the growth in complexity as the size
of the database S increases known as combinatorial explosion. Depending on the
size of the database, exhaustive search can take from a few minutes to longer than
the age of the universe! In computational complexity, combinatorial optimization
problems are said to be in NP. It is easy to check if a candidate is indeed an
answer to a problem in NP, but it is really difficult to find any answer [38]. See
the Clay Mathematics Institute webpage about the P vs NP problem [28] for further
information. Carpentier et al. [20, 21, 76, 18, 22] formalized imitative CAMO as
a binary allocation knapsack problem, which was proved to be NP-complete [46].
Thus, heuristic search strategies are typically used to find approximate solutions to
imitative CAMO. Biologically inspired algorithms such as GA and AIS are popular
choices because they use clever search heuristics to check promising instrument
combinations.

4.1.1 Genetic Algorithms

GA use an abstraction of biological evolution to provide computer systems with the
mechanisms of adaptation and learning [30]. Evolution can also be seen as a method
for designing innovative solutions to complex problems. Thus the GA evolves a
population of candidate solutions represented as chromosomes by means of the
genetic operators of mutation, crossover, and selection [59, 37]. A fitness function
evaluates the quality of each individual of the population. The fittest individuals are
selected to generate offspring by exchanging genetic material (crossover). Then the
offspring undergo mutation and only the fittest offspring are selected for the next
generation.

The search space comprises the collection of all potential solutions resulting from
the representation adopted. A measure of “distance” between candidate solutions
allows to define the neighborhood of regions in the search space as well as the
fitness landscape, which is a representation of the fitness of all the individuals
in the search space. A smooth fitness landscape is akin to a continuous function
where “neighboring” candidate solutions have similar fitness value. Combinatorial
optimization problems typically do not feature continuous fitness landscapes, adding
to their difficulty. The mutation operator is responsible for exploitation of the search
space by introducing small random perturbations that search the neighborhood of
promising regions. The crossover operator performs exploration of the search space
under the assumption that high-quality “parents” from different regions in the search
spacewill produce high-quality “offspring” candidate solutions. Finally, the selection
operator is responsible for implementing the principle of survival of the fittest by
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only allowing the fittest individuals to generate offspring and be passed on to the
next generation. So, GA work by discovering, emphasizing, and recombining good
building blocks of solutions in a highly parallel fashion. Adaptation in a GA results
from the trade-off between the exploration of new regions of the search space and
the exploitation of the current promising regions (e.g., local optima). In fact, the
parallel nature of the search can be interpreted as the GA allocating resources (i.e.,
candidate solutions) to regions of the search space based on an estimate of the relative
performance of competing regions.

GAhave become popular to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems, such
as imitative CAMO. In fact, GA are particularly suited to find solutions in complex
domains, such as music [10, 60, 58] and the arts [78, 68]. See also the online
proceedings of the EvoMUSART conference [75] and the EvoStar web page [34]. In
CAMO, the timbre arising from instrument combinations is unknown a priori and the
orchestrations proposed by the GAmight contain surprising combinations of musical
instruments not contained in traditional orchestrations manuals. However, GA also
present several drawbacks, such as slow convergence and loss of diversity [59]. The
next section will introduce AIS and focus on how the characteristic of maintenance
of diversity can be used in CAMO.

4.1.2 Artificial Immune Systems

AIS are inspired by theoretical immunology and immune functions applied to solve
real-world problems [25, 29]. The biological immune system features many proper-
ties that can be useful in several branches of science [25, 39], engineering [77, 29],
and the arts [13, 61, 62], including robustness, pattern recognition, fault and noise
tolerance, learning, self-organization, feature extraction, and diversity. Additionally,
the immune system is self-organizing, highly distributed, adaptable to dynamic and
complex environments, and it displays cognitive properties such as a decentralized
control and memory [77], akin to neural networks. The (vertebrate) immune system
is incredibly complex and not yet fully understood [39]. However, several mecha-
nisms of the adaptive immune system have served as inspiration for AIS [25, 39],
such as negative selection, the immune network theory, and clonal selection, among
others. Thus, it can be said that AIS use abstractions of immunological processes
to endue algorithms with some of its properties. Consequently, AIS is an umbrella
term that encompasses several different algorithms [25, 77, 39].

CAMO-AIS uses opt-aiNet [24], an AIS for multi-modal optimization that draws
inspiration from the immunological principles of clonal selection, affinity matu-
ration, and the immune network theory [25, 77, 39]. Clonal selection commonly
serves as inspiration for search and optimization, whereas the immune network the-
ory is commonly associated with learning [39]. Clonal selection algorithms [23]
present a strong resemblance to GA without crossover, but their notion of affinity
and their significantly higher mutation rate (i.e., hypermutation) distinguish them
from similar adaptive algorithms [25, 39]. In opt-aiNet, hypermutation contributes
to diversity [25, 77] and affinity maturation adds learning and adaptation. Addition-
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Input sound to CAMO-AIS: Air Horn Example orchestrations

Trumpet-C/ordinario/A#3            
Trumpet-C-straight/flatterzunge /F#4 
Violin/note-lasting/B3            
Violoncello/behind-the-bridge/No note  
Violoncello-sordina/ordinario/E5    

Trumpet-C/brassy/D#4
Contrabass/sul-ponticello/F#4
Violoncello/ordinario/A#4
Violoncello/sul-ponticello/G#4
Violoncello-sordina/ordinario/G#5

The multiple solutions 
provided by the AIS 
lead to orchestrations 
with high fitness and 
high diversity

Fig. 6: Illustration of multi-modal function optimization in CAMO. The figure shows an objec-
tive function with multiple optima. The black dots represent multiple orchestrations returned by
CAMO-AIS. Two example orchestrations for the reference sound air horn are given following
the convention instrument/playing technique/note. Access the CAMO-AIS webpage [12] to listen
to these orchestrations among several other examples. Reprinted from [15] with permission from
Elsevier.

ally, the affinity measure is used in a suppression stage that is instrumental to the
characteristic maintenance of diversity of opt-aiNet [24].

4.1.3 Maintenance of Diversity in opt-aiNet

Opt-aiNet was developed to solve multi-modal optimization problems [25, 77, 39],
which exhibit local optima in addition to a global optimum. A local optimum is better
than its neighbors but worse than the global optimum. Figure 6 shows a (continuous)
multi-modal functionwith global and local optima represented by the peaks. Standard
optimization methods such as GA commonly only return one solution (i.e., one black
dot) corresponding to one local optimum of the fitness function. The property of
maintenance of diversity allows opt-aiNet to find and return multiple local optima
in parallel.

Local optima can be very interesting for CAMO given the subjective nature of
orchestration. Composers are seldom interested in the “best” solution to eq. (14) in
a mathematical sense. A set of multiple orchestrations to choose from is potentially
more interesting from a compositional point of view. A CAMO algorithm that is
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capable of proposing multiple orchestrations in parallel that resemble the reference
sound differently can be valuable. However, finding local optima of a multi-modal
fitness function with SOO is not the only method to propose multiple orchestrations
for a reference sound. MOO also allows to find multiple orchestrations in parallel.
Section 4.2 illustrates the difference between the SOO and the MOO approaches in
CAMO. Then, Sec. 5 discusses the differences between these approaches, empha-
sizing the advantages and disadvantages of each.

4.2 Finding Orchestrations for a Reference Sound

Equation (13) defined the fitness F
(
αj

)
of an orchestration as the weighed sum of the

individual distances Dj calculated for each descriptor. It is important to note that the
value of F

(
αj

)
depends on the weights αj . The SOO approach consists in choosing

numerical values for αj and finding one or more orchestrations corresponding to
that particular combination of weights, whereas the MOO [79] approach returns
multiple solutions corresponding to different values of the weights αj . CAMO-AIS
uses SOO and the multi-modal ability of opt-aiNet to find multiple local optima
that maximize diversity in the feature space. Orchidée uses the well-known multi-
objective genetic local search (MOGLS) optimization algorithm [45] to generate a
pool of orchestrations by approximating the Pareto frontier [79].

Figure 7 shows the search space, the feature space, and the objective space to
illustrate the difference between SOO and MOO conceptually. Each point in the
search space is an orchestration represented as an instrument combination that has a
corresponding position in the feature space. The middle panel in Figure 7 shows the
reference sound (black dot) in the feature space among the orchestrations (grey dots)
to illustrate the calculation of the distances Dj between the orchestrations and the
reference sound. Finally, the objective space is obtained by associating a dimension
to each distance Dj . The weights αj map the distances Dj from the feature space
to the objective space, where each point corresponds to a fitness value F of an
orchestration.

The main difference between SOO and MOO lies in the objective space. In SOO,
the weights αj are fixed, so the objective space is one-dimensional (i.e., a line) and
the fitness values F depend exclusively on the distances Dj . Therefore, minimizing
F requires finding an orchestration whose distances Dj are as small as possible
(i.e., as close as possible to the origin). In MOO, the weights αj are not defined
beforehand, so each point in the objective space (corresponding to a specific value
F) depends on the values of both Dj and αj . Each orchestration occupies a fixed
point in the feature space, and so does the reference. Therefore, the distances Dj

are also fixed for each orchestration. However, different weights αj will map the
same orchestration in the feature space to different points in the objective space, as
illustrated in Figure 7. Consequently, in MOO, each orchestration corresponds to
multiple points in the objective space with varying values of F. Thus, minimizing
the fitness function F

(
αj

)
requires finding both the orchestration with distances Dj
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Fig. 7: Illustration of the different spaces in CAMO. The left-hand panel shows the search space, the
middle panel shows the feature space, and the right-hand panel shows the objective space. Each point
in the search space is an instrument combination (orchestration) that has a corresponding position
in the feature space. The reference sound can also be seen in the feature space. The distances D
between points in the feature space and the reference sound are calculated in the feature space.
The weights αj map points in the feature space to the objective space. Reprinted from [15] with
permission from Elsevier.

and the combination of weights αj for that specific orchestration that are as close
to the origin as possible. So, there is more than one possible direction from which
to minimize F

(
αj

)
. In fact, there are multiple minima of F

(
αj

)
corresponding to

different combinations of weights αj . The set of all minima of F
(
αj

)
is called Pareto

front, illustrated in Figure 7 as the thick border in the objective space.
Figure 7 illustrates the objective space with non-dominated solutions (ND) repre-

sented as “X” and dominated solutions (D) represented as “+”. Solutions along the
Pareto front are called non-dominated (ND) because there is no other solution whose
value of F

(
αj

)
is closer to the origin. The SOO fitness function in the objective

space can also be seen as a straight line containing the global optimum (G) illustrated
as the filled “O” and the local optima (L) illustrated as the empty “O”. Note that
dominated solutions D can coincide with local optima L and, in turn, non-dominated
solutions ND can coincide with the global optimum G. Thus CAMO-AIS returns
solutions L that were discarded by Orchidée because there is a solution G closer to
the reference in the same direction in the objective space (i.e., specified by the same
αj). Section 5 will explore further the consequence of the different approaches by
CAMO-AIS and Orchidée.

5 Discussion

This section discusses aspects of the Orch* family and of CAMO-AIS. Firstly, the
differences between the SOO and MOO approaches are examined more closely.
Then, the attention shifts to the difference between dynamic orchestrations with
Orchids and with Orchidea.
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5.1 Perceptual Considerations

Conceptually, two values have important perceptual and aesthetic consequences in
CAMO, namely the fitness value F and the weights αj in eq. (13). F is the objec-
tive measure of distance between the orchestrations and the reference. Therefore,
minimizing F is conceptually similar to maximizing the timbral similarity, so F is
inversely proportional to the perceptual similarity with the reference. In theory, a
smaller F indicates a higher degree of similarity.

The weights αj allow to emphasize the relative importance of each descriptor
in the orchestrations returned. For example, a relatively high value of αµ for the
spectral centroid distance Dµ would penalize more severely orchestrations whose Dµ

is higher. Consequently, the focus would be on matching brightness because it is the
perceptual counterpart of the spectral centroid [56]. Therefore, αj can be interpreted
as specifying the perceptual direction from which an orchestration approaches the
reference. In other words, the weights αj control the perceptual dimension(s) of the
similarity between the orchestration and the reference.

The main differences between the orchestrations by CAMO-AIS and byOrchidée
result from the use of SOO and MOO respectively. The MOO approach by Orchidée
returns orchestrations that approximate the Pareto front, which is where the orches-
trations with lowest F are in the objective space. However, each point on the Pareto
front corresponds to a different combination of αj . Consequently, the orchestra-
tions along the Pareto front approach the reference sound from different perceptual
directions. Therefore, each orchestration returned by Orchidée is the most similar
to the reference sound according to different criteria emphasized by the different
αj . Orchidée prioritizes the objective similarity of Pareto optimal orchestrations
over the perceptual similarity controlled by αj . Consequently, the composer using
Orchidée implicitly chooses a different perceptual direction by selecting an orches-
tration among the pool of solutions returned.

On the other hand, CAMO-AIS returns solutions that always approach the refer-
ence in the same direction, emphasizing the same perceptual similarities. Ultimately,
αj in CAMO-AIS are an aesthetic choice by the composer to determine the percep-
tual direction to search for orchestrations, allowing the composer to interactively
explore the vast space of compositional possibilities. The trade-off is that, in theory,
the timbral similarity between the orchestrations returned by the CAMO system and
the reference decreases. CAMO-AIS returns orchestrations that correspond to local
optima of the SOO fitness function, so the objective distance is not the smallest
possible. Caetano et al. [15] compared the orchestrations returned by CAMO-AIS
andOrchidée in terms of diversity and perceptual similarity with the reference. They
showed that CAMO-AIS returns orchestrations with more diversity than Orchidée
yet the systems did not differ in perceptual similarity with the reference. There-
fore, CAMO-AIS provides more options to the composer without loss of perceptual
similarity. Sec. 5.2 delves deeper into diversity of orchestrations.
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5.2 Diversity of Orchestrations in CAMO-AIS

Some authors [51, 57] argue that CAMO systems that return multiple orchestrations
present the composer with the challenge of choosing which one(s) to use. Instead,
they suggest that there is a “best” solution to the imitative CAMO problem when it is
posed correctly [51]. However, the CAMO framework described in this chapter does
not narrow down the search space enough to admit only one solution. The descriptors
of timbre used do not result in an exhaustive description such that multiple sounds
would potentially match these descriptor values. In CAMO, this redundancy in the
description of timbre translates as multiple instrument combinations approximating
the reference timbral description.

Caetano et al. [15] argue that having multiple orchestrations provides aesthetic
alternatives for the composer. The composer is rarely interested in a single combina-
tion (i.e., an orchestration) that optimizes some objective measure(s) with a reference
sound [19]. Often, the composer uses CAMO tools to explore the problem space
and find instrument combinations that would be missed by the empirical methods
found in traditional orchestration manuals [63, 51]. The reference sound guides the
search toward interesting regions of the search space and αj fine-tune the relative
importance of perceptual dimensions of timbre similarity encoded in the fitness
function.

CAMO systems that return only one orchestration seldom meet the requirements
of the highly subjective and creative nature of music composition [19]. Very often,
the composer will use subjective criteria not encoded in the objective measure(s)
guiding the search to choose one or more orchestrations of interest. In that case,
diversity provides the composer withmultiple choices when orchestrating a reference
sound, expanding the creative possibilities of CAMO beyond what the composer
initially imagined. From that perspective, a CAMO algorithm should be capable
of returning several orchestrations that are all similar to the reference sound yet
dissimilar among themselves, representing different alternative orchestrations for
that reference sound. Thus, diversity of orchestrations allows the exploration of
different musical ideas [15].

5.3 Dynamic Orchestrations with Orchids

Orchidswas the first CAMOalgorithm to allowdynamic orchestrations. However, the
approach proposed by Esling et al. [33, 31, 32] has both technical and usability issues
resulting from the time series matching algorithm used for dynamic orchestration.
Since both issues are related, we will discuss the technical aspect first and then the
usability problem related to it. The time series matching algorithm at the heart of
Orchids [32] matches the shape of the temporal variation of the descriptors used. The
algorithm includes two pre-processing steps prior to matching, namely descriptor
range normalization and dynamic time warping (DTW). Normalization works along
the axis of the descriptor (e.g., Hz for the spectral centroid), whereas DTW equalizes
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Fig. 8: The figure represents the spectral centroid of two radically different sounds. The top panel
shows the original spectral centroids in kHz, the middle panel shows the spectral centroids after
frequency range normalization, and the bottom panel shows the time-warped normalized spectral
centroids. This kind of processing alters considerably the shape of the two spectral centroid curves,
creating a mathematical match that is not representative of the perceptual similarity.

the sound duration along the temporal axis. Thus, both the range of descriptor values
and the absolute duration associated with the original sounds are lost. These pre-
processing steps have the undesired side effect of matching shapes in the normalized
descriptor space that would not be considered similar in the original descriptor space.
In practice, perceptually different sounds may be matched by Orchids.

Two radically different sounds were used in the example shown in Figure 8 to
illustrate the issue. The first sound is a two-second pure sine wave whose frequency
varies from 440Hz down to 400Hz (in total, a 40Hz frequency range variation).
The second sound is a 14-second long orchestral recording in which strings perform
a downward glissando whose range is about 200Hz. The top panel of Figure 8
shows the temporal variation of the spectral centroid of the original sounds, the
sine wave is shown with a solid line and the strings with a dashed line. Note how
the shapes differ radically because of the absolute values of both frequency and
time. The middle panel shows the result of normalizing the range of descriptors,
where the sine wave and the orchestral glissando now occupy the same normalized
frequency range. Finally, the bottom panel of Figure 8 shows the result of applying
DTW to both curves. Now, the shape of the two time series of descriptors is very
similar and the algorithms behind Orchids would match them even if the two sounds
are perceptually very different. Additionally, matching fast decays in energy, long
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downward glissandos, slowly amplitude modulated sounds or fast vibratos requires
instrument sounds played with these techniques in the musical instrument sound
database. This could result in an exponentially increasing size of the database with
problems in scalability.

Finally, from the perspective of the composer, using time series of descriptors
places the focus on the micro-temporal scale and on the low-level aesthetic, percep-
tual, and musical aspects that this scale implies. Instead of thinking about musical
elements such as chords, notes or musical scales, the user has to deal with time se-
ries of spectral descriptors that are difficult to relate to orchestration problems. Users
who had musical training but no technical background reported having difficulty
interpreting orchestration results and this difficulty naturally led to usability issues.
While several composers showed interest in micro-temporal dynamic orchestration,
a large share of the community did not manage to use this idea efficiently.

5.4 Dynamic Orchestrations with Orchidea

In Orchidea, dynamic orchestrations focus on a different temporal scale when com-
pared with Orchids. Orchidea shifts the focus from the micro-temporal scale of
milliseconds typical of time series of descriptors to the more musically meaning-
ful temporal scale of musical notes. Orchidea breaks up the reference sound into
a sequence of events that are orchestrated separately. First, Orchidea uses a two-
stage optimization process in a high-dimensional descriptor space. Finally, Orchidea
ensures continuation of the final orchestrations.

The main steps in Orchidea can be summarized as segmentation, embedding,
optimization, and continuation. Segmentation determines themost importantmusical
events in the reference sound with a novelty-based segmentation algorithm [35] that
generates sub-references that are subsequently optimised separately. Embedding
represents both the set of sub-references and the database of musical instrument
sounds in a high-dimensional descriptor space.Optimization comprises a preliminary
step followed by refinement. Stochastic matching pursuit performs the preliminary
estimation of the orchestrations, followed by refinement with a GA performing
SOO. Finally, a continuation model is applied on the selected solution for each sub-
reference to minimize the number of changes for each instrument. Continuation is
intended to improve the voicing of each player in the orchestra and to implement the
orchestration principle of dovetailing: different instruments change notes at different
times in order to maximize the blending of the orchestral colors (see pages 467-472
in [3]).

An interesting aspect of Orchidea is how it estimates the descriptors of instrument
combinations. Given the high number of instrumental combinations generated dur-
ing the optimization, it is impractical to synthesise a new audio file and then compute
descriptors for every combination of sounds. Previous members of the Orch* family
and CAMO-AIS estimate the descriptors of each candidate instrument combination
using a simple energy-weighted linear combination (see Sec. 3.5), even if these
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descriptors are not themselves linear [22]. Orchidea takes a different approach and
estimates the new descriptors using a non-linear long short-term memory (LSTM)
deep neural network (DNN). While the training phase of the predictor is time con-
suming, the estimation is very fast since it has a low complexity [36]. Refer to
the Orchidea companion webpage [26] to listen to sound examples, download the
system, and watch tutorial videos.

6 Conclusions

Musical orchestration remains one the most elusive aspects of musical composition
to develop computer-assisted techniques for due to its highly empirical approach
combined with the complexity of timbre perception. A major consequence of this
lack or formalization is that computer-aided musical orchestration (CAMO) is still
in its infancy relative to other aspects of musical composition, such as harmony and
rhythm. This chapter focused on imitative CAMO methods aimed at helping com-
posers find instrument combinations that replicate a given reference sound. Imitative
CAMO is formalized as the search for a combination of instrument sounds from a
database that minimizes the timbral distance captured by descriptors of timbre. Bio-
logically inspired algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) and artificial immune
systems (AIS) are commonly used to minimize a single-objective or multi-objective
fitness function that encodes timbral similarity between the candidate orchestrations
and the reference.

Several aspects of imitative CAMO deserve further investigation, such as or-
chestrating time-varying reference sounds with dynamic orchestrations [27] and
proposing orchestrations that feature diversity [15]. Similarly, future research effort
should be devoted to improving specific steps such as timbre similarity measures or
the timbre of instrument combinations [36]. However, this formulation of imitative
CAMO, albeit powerful, stems from a conceptual framework first laid out over a
decade ago [21, 20, 17]. In particular, the current framework of imitative CAMO
addresses musical orchestration from the narrow scope of instrumentation via timbre
matching [51]. Recent developments in machine learning and computational intelli-
gence have the potential to lead to a paradigm shift in CAMO that breaks free from
the constraints of imitative CAMO into the next generation of CAMO systems that
will address orchestration as a whole. For example, Piston [65] mentions background
and accompaniment as well as voice leading and counterpoint, whereas Maresz [51]
argues that “high-level orchestration is the art of combining simultaneous yet dif-
ferent sound layers.” Each layer relies on specific musical parameters to provide an
identity depending on the musical context. This high-level approach to orchestration
would require a formalization that includes descriptors of orchestral qualities rather
than descriptors of timbre. Currently, little is known about the timbre of instrumental
music [54] to propel CAMO into full-fledged orchestration systems. Initiatives such
as the ACTOR project [2] are currently investigating musical orchestration from
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multiple perspectives to take the first steps in the exciting yet relatively unexplored
world of computer-aided musical orchestration.
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